Nowadays, with the university expansion and the increase of students' number, traditional written examination model is still adopted by universities, colleges and social organizations. There exist many problems in written examinations, such as complex exam procedures and prone errors. With the rapid development of the era of computer application, network technology becomes more mature and improve examination quality, which facilitates students to participate in exams and feel the justice, notarization and openness. Therefore, the development of online examination system is necessary. According to the operation emphasis of online examination system, this paper will introduce functional requirements, use the diagram to express and describe through the case diagram. In the system design, this paper will elaborately design functional module by using package diagram, class diagram, sequence diagram and activity diagram and design entity class diagram adopted by database, E-R diagram and the database table structure. At last, this paper will conclude the work, point out the deficiency of the paper and make prospects for the further work.
Introduction
Ningbo Dahongying University (DHY) will recruit 4500 students each year, among whom, freshman students are scheduled to study in the basic college. Currently, traditional examination model is adopted by DHY university. Written examination will basically need making, printing, testing and correcting [1] . During each exam, besides long cycle length, large volumes, prone errors and confidentiality work, many people, material resources and financial resources are needed, which bring great difficulties to university management and teachers' work.
American Examination Committee began to study the work of computer simulation test in the 70s, and the first computer examination system hadn't invented until 1983. In the early 90s, several American states began to establish degree mutual recognition teaching system, which started computer network remote test. With the form of flexibility, convenience and quickness, online examination has become an important examination means of foreign teaching institutions. Graduate Record Examination of American examination center is the most influential, which makes the examination can be taken on each workday instead of twice a year.
China's online education has become popular in the early 21st, thereafter, online examination was invented, like remote network teaching platform of Zhejiang University [3] . Currently, with the constant improvement of network technology, multimedia technology [4] and database technology [5] , university education is experiencing an educational reform, which will mostly adopt B/S structure [6] . National examination is slowly carried out, like Certificate of Accounting Profession has been adopting computer-based test since July 1, 2013. From which, we can find that online examination develops rapidly in China and becomes the development trend of the times.
System Analysis

Functional Structure
Originally online examination system mostly aims at special courses, which can only assess objective tests and automatically work out results. This examination system can meet smart groups of various question types [7] , whose advantages include: a. It can separately generate examination paper and automatically generate examination paper A and B, which can be used in online examination and written examination; b. It can manage client-side to design special procedures and ensure the safety of the test questions and test paper; c. It can automatically save the examine answers [4] 
System Architecture Design
Simple three-layer B/S structure is adopted by online examination system. From top to bottom, they are respectively application layer, business layer and data later, which is shown in figure 3 . Application layer: It is responsible for the communication between the user and the system. On this layer, the user complete sending the request to the server and accept the task through the communication between the client-side and the system.
Business layer: It is the core module of online examination system, which undertakes core business of the whole online examination system. It realizes logic processing and communication of specific business through users ' operation to the practical situation.
Data layer: It is the module of data operation, access and storage. It is responsible database operation, query, storage, update and other data manipulation.
Three-layer B/S structure is adopted by online examination system of Ningbo Dahongying University. Among which, business layer is used for question bank management, examination management, grading management, score management and system management.
Data File Design
Online examination system is required to store data, which includes examinee information, teacher information, examination questions, examination paper, examination information, performance, system settings and security information. According to their respective characteristics, examinee information, teacher information, examination questions, examination paper, examination information and performance will be stored in the form of database form, while system setting information and security information will be stored in the form of encrypted file. Taking examination question as an example, data structure is defined as examination question = number + type + content + question + answer + score + difficulty coefficient + knowledge point + remark (figure 4).
Intelligent Algorithm
One of the core of online examination system is the automatic generation of the examination paper, therefore, it is important to choose a fast and effective algorithm of generating test paper. Paper constructing algorithm based on genetic algorithm is adopted in this paper. Genetic algorithm is a parallel and effective optimized algorithm, which possesses the characteristics of global optimization and fast convergence speed. Paper constructing algorithm based on genetic algorithm has all the advantages of genetic algorithm, which can well meet the requirement of automatically generating paper and effectively solve the disadvantages of random function selection method and backtracking heuristic method in paper constructing. 
Online Examination System Development
According to systematic functional analysis, logical model of the system can be derived. In the state of examination, examination server will respond to the examination request and start the examination process. The examinee opens the browser, log on to the examination server and enter the examination state. Data flow diagram while database server obtains the request of making out examination paper from the teacher is shown in figure 5 . 
conclusion
The objective of online examination system discussed in this paper is to establish a smart, efficient, secure and reliable paperless examination system, which is the unity of teaching and examination. With the diversity in question type selection, the system can accommodate various disciplines, teaching, examination, which plays an important role in examination process, teaching process and excellent course construction as well as reducing the work of teachers and educational administrative staff, enhancing students' learning time and inquiring the scores conveniently.
